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概要

1.直接光⼦測定の意義

2.直接光⼦測定⽅法

3.結果とその解釈
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直接光⼦とは

Glasma QGP Hadronization Hadron phase  (Freeze-out)Initial collision

熱光⼦初期光⼦ ハドロン崩壊光⼦

• 重イオン衝突の各段階で光⼦が⽣成
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直接光⼦

Photons from hadron phase 
ハドロン同士の相互作用によっても光子が放出される 

などを用いてMT公式を使って計算する 

Kapusta,Lichard, 
Seibert, PRD(1991) Photons from hadron phase 

ハドロン同士の相互作用によっても光子が放出される 

などを用いてMT公式を使って計算する 

Kapusta,Lichard, 
Seibert, PRD(1991) 

• 直接光⼦＝ハドロン崩壊でない過程で⽣
成される単光⼦

1. 初期光⼦：⼊射パートン同⼠のハード
な散乱で⽣成

2. 熱光⼦：QGP(ハドロンガス)中の熱化し
たパートン(ハドロン)の散乱で⽣成

• ハドロンに⽐べて⼩さな⽣成量 (𝛼 < 𝛼#) 
→ レアプローブ

パートンレベルでの主な過程

ハドロンレベルでの主な過程



直接光⼦測定の意義
• ⽣成後、強い相互作⽤せず衝突領域を通過 (透過的プローブ)

ü ⽣成時の情報を保ったまま検出
1. 初期光⼦

• 摂動QCD(pQCD)計算の検証
− 特に⾮摂動効果が⾮⾃明な低エネルギー領域で重要

• ジェットの元々のエネルギーがわかる (g-jetの場合)
− ハドロンジェットは媒質通過時にエネルギー損失

2. 熱光⼦
• 収量・エネルギー分布に⽣成時の温度、⾃由度を反映

− T>TcならQGP⽣成の直接証拠
− 熱光⼦収量：𝑁% = ∫()

(* 𝑅%×𝑉𝑑𝑡, 𝑅%: 光⼦⽣成レート
− 熱光⼦エネルギー分布： 𝐸 ⁄𝑑2𝑁% 𝑑𝑝2 ∝ 𝑒 ⁄678 9

Ø 時空発展による温度変化を仮定
→ Tは“実効温度(effective temperature)”≠平均温度

• QGP温度は系統的なQGP物性研究のための有⽤な指標
− 広い 𝑠;;領域での実験結果の統⼀的理解
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Decay photons
(p0→g+g, h→g+g, …) 

直接光⼦測定
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• 実験データは前述の光⼦の重ね合わせ
→ 各光⼦源の寄与が最も⼤きいと考えられ

る横運動量領域に注⽬
ü pT<1GeV/c : HG熱光⼦
ü 1<pT<4GeV/c：QGP熱光⼦
ü 4GeV/c<pT : 初期光⼦

• いかにハドロン崩壊光⼦(特にp0)を除去できるかが測定の鍵
ü BG光⼦のうち、p0~80-90%、h~10%弱
ü 全光⼦収量からBG光⼦を引いた残り＝直接光⼦

• 代表的な直接光⼦測定法
a. 実光⼦測定
b. 外部変換光⼦測定
c. 仮想光⼦測定

Inclusive photon (@Low pT)

0 0.5 1

p0hgdir



測定法a：実光⼦測定
5

• 電磁カロリメータ(EMCal)による最も標準的な光⼦測定法
ü ⾼統計データが期待出来る
ü High pTではハドロン収量の抑制によりS/Bが向上

• Low pT (<4GeV/c)では、
ü EMCalのエネルギー分解能の劣化
ü 荷電ハドロンの光⼦誤認確率⼤

→ BG光⼦収量の不定性が直接光⼦信号レベルと同程度かそれ以上と
なり、測定が⾮常に難しい
ü S/Bの悪さが最⼤の問題
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Event plane resolution as a function of
collision centrality expressed in terms of Npart, using only the
BBC, and using the combined MPC and RxNPin detectors.

In order to estimate the resolution of the event plane,
it is measured independently by the north and south
detectors, ΨN and ΨS , respectively. The resolution is
then characterized by ⟨cos[2(ΨN − ΨS)]⟩. Higher values
indicate better resolution. The resolution is centrality-
dependent, as shown in Figure 2.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Invariant mass spectrum of two pho-
tons (black) and the corresponding mixed events (red) at
7 < pT < 7.5GeV/c in minimum bias collisions. Vertical
lines indicate a ±2.5 σ integration window.

Neutral pions are measured via the π0 → γγ decay
channel. Photons are identified in the PHENIX Electro-

magnetic Calorimeter (EMCal, described in [27]) consist-
ing of two subdetectors, both extending to |η| < 0.35 in
pseudorapidity and are located at 5.1m radial distance
from the collision point. The analysis uses data from
the lead-scintillator (PbSc) sampling calorimeter, which
comprises six sectors covering 3/8 of the full azimuth
and has a 5.5×5.5 cm2 granularity and depth of 18 radi-
ation lengths. Photons are identified using various cuts
on the shower shape observed in the calorimeter as well
as by comparing the observed shapes to an ideal one,
parametrized using well-controlled test beam data [27].
Since this analysis is restricted to the pT region above
5GeV/c, the hadron contamination is small; hadrons in
this energy region typically deposit only a small fraction
of their energy in the EMCal.

The invariant mass mγγ is calculated in bins of pho-
ton pair pT from each pair of photons, provided the
pair passes the energy asymmetry cut α < 0.8 where
α = |Eγ1 − Eγ2 |/(Eγ1 + Eγ2), and the distance between
the impact positions of the two photons is larger than
8 cm. An example mγγ distribution is shown in Fig. 3.
For the event-plane-dependent studies the procedure is
repeated in six 15◦-wide bins of angles ∆φ with respect
to the event plane. The combinatorial background is
estimated with the event mixing technique where pho-
tons from one event are combined with photons from
other events, which satisfy the same global conditions
(vertex position, centrality, event plane direction), and
mγγ is calculated. The mixed-event mγγ distributions
are then normalized and subtracted from the real event
distributions. The resulting π0 peaks are σ =10-11MeV
wide, depending on centrality, and have very small resid-
ual background due to the inherent correlations in real
events not reproducible by the mixed-event technique.
This residual background is fitted to a second-order poly-
nomial in the regions below and above the π0 peak. This
polynomial shape is then subtracted from the mγγ dis-
tribution. The raw π0 yields are extracted by integrating
the resulting histogram in a ±2.5σ wide mγγ window.

In order to establish the combined effects of accep-
tance and π0 detection efficiency, single π0s are gener-
ated with a distribution uniform in φ and extending to
|η| < 0.5 in pseudorapidity, then simulated in the full
geant3 [28] framework of PHENIX. After the geant3
output is tuned to reproduce the inactive detector areas
as well as the peak positions and widths observed in real
data, the simulated π0s are embedded into real events.
The embedded output can then be analyzed with the very
same tools as the real events.

At high pT , the two decay photons may be so close
that the EMCal can no longer resolve them as two parti-
cles and provide the proper energies and impact points.
The two photons “merge” into one cluster, and the cor-
responding π0 cannot be reconstructed from mγγ . Such
merged clusters were rejected by various shower profile
cuts, and the loss was determined by simulated π0s em-
bedded into real events and analyzed with the same cuts.
At 11GeV/cmerging happens only for the most symmet-

再構成された𝝅𝟎 → 𝟐𝜸事象

PRC87, 034911 (2013)
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FIG. 1: Ratio Rγ for different centrality selections, for the
PbGl and the PbSc analysis. The error bars indicate point-
to-point uncertainties, the boxes around the points indicate
pT correlated uncertainties.

sions are shown in the top panel of Fig. 2 for ten centrality
selections. The shape of the spectra are seen to be similar
for all centralities. The bottom panel shows a compari-
son of the PbGl and PbSc spectra to the combined result
for the 0− 5% most central collisions. A good agreement
between the two measurements is observed.
Fig. 2 also includes the p+p spectrum at the same en-

ergy, measured by PHENIX [20]. The p+p spectrum
is compared to a power law fit (A/pT )n with power
n = 7.08± 0.09(stat) ± 0.1(syst) obtained by fitting the
region pT > 8 GeV/c [20]. The fit is extrapolated to
lower pT . A power law fit to the minimum bias (most
central) Au+Au spectrum yields a power of n = 6.85 ±
0.07(stat)±0.02(syst) (n = 7.18±0.14(stat)±0.06(syst))
consistent with the power of the p+p fit. The agreement
indicates no apparent shape modification of the spectra
compared to p+p collisions.
For hard processes, the yield in A+A collisions for a

particular impact parameter selection is expected to be
equal to the cross section in p+p collisions, scaled by the
average nuclear thickness function ⟨TAA⟩ = ⟨Ncoll⟩ /σinel

pp

for the associated centrality selection. Here, ⟨Ncoll⟩ is the
number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, calculated
with the Glauber Model Monte Carlo for the selected
centrality, and σinel

pp is the total inelastic p+p cross sec-
tion of 42mb. In Fig. 2, the power law fit to the p+p
direct photon spectrum has been scaled by the nuclear
thickness function for each of the ten centrality selections,
and overlaid on the measured result for that centrality.
The comparison indicates that the magnitude, as well as
the shape of the direct photon spectra, are in agreement
with expectations from p+p collisions for all centralities.
Nuclear effects are quantified by the nuclear modifica-

tion factor, RAA. For a given centrality selection, RAA

is given by the ratio of the measured invariant yields in
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FIG. 2: (a) Direct photon spectra for all centrality selections
in Au+Au, and for p+p measured in [20]. The error bars
indicate point-to-point uncertainties, the boxes around the
points indicate pT correlated uncertainties. The lines depict
a TAA scaled fit for pT > 8GeV/c to the p+p cross section,
they are dashed for the range where the fit is extrapolated to
lower pT . (b) Comparison of the PbGl and PbSc results with
the combined result for the 0 − 5% most central events. The
error bars show the total uncertainties.

Au+Au collisions, divided by the production cross sec-
tion for the same particle in p+p collisions, scaled with
the average nuclear thickness function for that centrality:

RAA(pT ) =
(1/N evt

AA)d
2NAA/dpTdy

⟨TAA⟩ × d2σpp/dpTdy
, (1)

where d2σpp/dpTdy is the measured p+p cross section for
direct photons [20].
The direct photon nuclear modification factor is shown

in Fig. 3 for three different centrality selections. The RAA

results are calculated using the measured direct photon
results from p+p collisions for the first time. The RAA

values are consistent with unity, within errors, for all
centrality selections over the entire pT range.
In Fig. 4, the measured nuclear modification factor for

central Au+Au collisions is compared to theoretical cal-
culations that predict modifications of the direct pho-
ton yield due to initial state (IS) and final state (FS)
effects [2–5]. IS effects include the isospin effect due to
the different photon cross sections in p+p, n+n, and p+n
collisions (“Isospin effect” in Fig. 4), and modifications
of nuclear structure functions due to shadowing and anti-
shadowing (“EPS09 PDF”) [5]. The EPS09 calculation
also includes the isospin effect.
FS modifications due to QGP lead, on one hand,

Rg in 200GeV Au+Au@PHENIX

PRL109, 152302 (2012)

mT-scalingを利⽤して全ハドロン
崩壊光⼦収量をMCで⾒積もる



測定法b：外部変換光⼦測定
6

• 検出器マテリアルでの外部変換、𝛾 → 𝑒T𝑒6を利⽤
実光⼦測定の問題点@Low pT
ü エネルギー分解能の劣化 → 𝑒T𝑒6 により改善
ü 荷電ハドロンの光⼦誤認 → なし

→ BG光⼦収量決定精度の向上
ü 特にp0収量の不定性減少
ü 𝑀%LVLWでp0再構成し、統計的損失を

最⼩に
• 本質的にS/Bの悪さを克服したわけでは

ないことに注意
→ 直接光⼦信号レベルの⼤きいA+Aでは有

利。でも、p+p & p+Aでは難しくなる。



測定法c：仮想光⼦測定
7

• ⾼次プロセス(例えば𝑞𝑔 → 𝑞𝛾∗ → 𝑞𝑒T𝑒6)に着⽬
光⼦⽣成率と𝑒T𝑒6⽣成率の関係：

ü 直接光⼦とp0, hではS(mee)の振舞に違い
− 直接光⼦ではS(mee)〜1 if 𝑝9[ ≫ 𝑚LL

[ @mid-rapidity
− p0寄与を𝑚LL > 𝑚_)で完全に除去 → S/Bの⼤幅な改善

ü 悪い点：統計が厳しい

Inclusive photon (𝒎𝒆𝒆 > 𝒎𝝅𝟎)

0 0.5 1

p0h

hgdir

gdir

PRL104,132301(2010)

𝝅𝟎 → 𝜸𝒆T𝒆6 𝜼 → 𝜸𝒆T𝒆6

𝜸∗ → 𝒆T𝒆6



各測定法の特徴まとめ
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測定法 統計 S/B 特徴

実光⼦ ◎ ×× • High pT gdir測定に最適
• Low pTでは厳しい

外部変換光⼦ ○ ×
• 実光⼦測定のlow pT改良版
• 信号の⼤きいA+Aで適⽤可
• pT~0.5GeV/cまで到達

仮想光⼦ ×× ◎
• 信号の⼩さいp+p & p+Aでも
有⽤

• pT~1GeV/cまでが限界



初期光⼦：p+p & p+A結果

PRC87, 054907 (2013)

p+p

d+Au

• 𝑠;; = 200GeV @RHICでの結果のみ。
LHCでは未測定。
ü p+p: 広いpT領域(1-20GeV/c)で

pQCD計算に⼀致
ü 核⼦衝突回数スケーリング
→ 初期光⼦収量 in A+A
ü d+Au (MB): p+p結果x平均核⼦衝

突回数に⼀致
→ ⾮常に⼩さい原⼦核効果

𝒔𝑵𝑵 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎GeV

9

pT<5GeV/c：仮想光⼦測定
pT>4GeV/c：実光⼦測定



A. ADARE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 91, 064904 (2015)
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Direct photon pT spectra for minimum-
bias Au + Au collisions from this measurement (solid symbols) and
Au + Au and p + p collisions (open symbols). (Open circles and up-
triangles) Low pT spectrum obtained with virtual photons in p + p

and Au + Au [2]; (open squares and down-triangles) spectrum of
real photons, measured in the EMCal in p + p. Open squares are
2003 data [35]; open down-triangles are 2006 data [36]. (Open stars)
Spectrum with real photons, measured in the EMCal in Au + Au in
2004 [37]. The dashed line is a fit to the combined set of p + p data,
extrapolated below 1 GeV/c, and the solid line the p + p fit scaled
with the number of minimum-bias Au + Au collisions. Bands around
lines denote 1σ uncertainty intervals in the parametrizations of the
p + p data and the uncertainty in Ncoll, added in quadrature.

were γ hadron is the invariant yield of photons from hadron
decays, which we calculate from measured charged and neutral
pion spectra, as described above. At this point a systematic
uncertainty of 10% on the shape of the input π0 distribution
for the generator needs to be included [27] [this mostly cancels
in the denominator of Rγ , but no longer cancels in Eq. (4)]. The
measurement was cross-checked and found consistent with the
direct photon spectrum calculated using the fully corrected
measured inclusive photon spectrum [27] via the relation
γ direct = (1 − 1/Rγ )γ incl, which has much larger systematic
uncertainties because the conversion probability, the e+e− pair
efficiency, and acceptance do not cancel.

Figure 7 shows the direct photon pT spectra for mini-
mum bias and our previously published Au + Au data from
Refs. [2,37]. Also shown are the p + p photon data from
PHENIX. The lowest pT points (open circles) come from a
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Direct photon pT spectra in centrality bins
0%–20%, 20%–40%, 40%–60%, and 60%–92%. Widths of filled
boxes indicate bin widths in this analysis. The green bands show a
Ncoll-scaled modified power-law fit to the PHENIX p + p data and
its extrapolation below 1 GeV/c; cf. Fig. 7. One-sided errors denote
1σ upper limits; other uncertainties are as in Fig. 7.

virtual photon measurement [2], while the open squares and
open triangles are from the analysis of the 2003 [35] and
2006 [36] data sets, respectively. The dashed curve is the joint
fit to the p + p data with a functional form a(1 + pT

2

b
)c. This

shape was used in Ref. [2]. Including new data in the fit [36],
we find parameters a = (8.3 ± 7.5) × 10−3, b = 2.26 ± 0.78,
and c = −3.45 ± 0.08. Note that the systematic uncertainties
are highly correlated. Also, the lowest actual data point in the
fit is at pT = 1 GeV/c.

The solid curve in Fig. 7 is the p + p fit scaled by the
corresponding average number of binary collisions, Npart, for
minimum-bias collisions, as calculated from a Glauber Monte
Carlo simulation [38]. Below pT = 3 GeV/c, an enhancement
above the expected prompt production (p + p) is observed.
The enhancement has a significantly smaller inverse slope than
the Ncoll scaled p + p contribution.

Figure 8 shows that we observe similar behavior when
investigating the centrality dependence in more detail. The
solid curves are again the p + p fit scaled by the respective
number of binary collisions, and they deviate significantly
from the measured yields below 3 GeV/c.

Finally the direct photon contribution from prompt pro-
cesses (as estimated by the Ncoll scaled p + p direct photon
yield, shown by the curve in Fig. 8) is subtracted to isolate

064904-8

A+A結果 (pT分布)

• pT>4GeV/c：初期光⼦の核⼦衝突回数スケーリングで説明
• pT<4GeV/c：初期光⼦収量を超える収量 → 熱光⼦の寄与

ü 超過収量を𝑒 ⁄6jk 9lmmでフィット
− RHIC: Teff=239±25±7MeV (0-20%)
− LHC  : Teff=297±12±41MeV (0-20%)

→ T>Tcの⾼温状態

PHENIX ALICE

PRC91, 064904 (2015) PLB754, 235 (2016)

MB
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𝒔𝑵𝑵=200GeV

𝒔𝑵𝑵=2.76TeV



A+A結果 (⽅位⾓異⽅性v2)

• 直接光⼦の⽅位⾓異⽅性v2測定にも成功
ü 光⼦⽣成時間に敏感
ü 光⼦⽣成プロセスにも感度

• ハドロンの結果とconsistent (⼤きさ＆centrality依存性)
ü QGP初期からの寄与が⽀配的ならv2(g)<v2(hadron)
ü QGP-ハドロン相転移近傍やHGで⽣成された光⼦が⽀配的

か？でも、Teffはより⾼い温度を⽰唆

AZIMUTHALLY ANISOTROPIC EMISSION OF LOW- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 94, 064901 (2016)
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FIG. 6. Direct photon v2 and v3 at midrapidity (|η| < 0.35), for different centralities, measured with the conversion method (solid circles,
green) and the calorimeter method (solid squares, black). The event plane was determined with the reaction plane detector (1 < |η| < 2.8).
The error bars (boxes) around the data points are statistical (systematic) uncertainties.

uncertainties agrees with the calculated central value to better
than the symbol size. From each distribution we calculate
the lower and upper bounds on the uncertainty by integrating
from ± ∞ to a vn for which the integrated probability reaches
15.9%. These values bracket a 68% probability range for vn

and are quoted as upper and lower statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the final result.

The final results for the direct photon v2 and v3, including
statistical and systematic uncertainties as outlined above, are
shown in Fig. 6 for three centralities and separately for the
two analysis methods. For the conversion method v3 is shown
only for the highest centrality bin; the statistical fluctuations
preclude any meaningful measurement in the more peripheral
bins. The data and their uncertainties are shown in Tables II
and III.

The two analysis techniques are very different but the results
agree well in the overlap region, and they are also consistent
with the results published earlier [4]. The direct photon v2
centrality dependence, both in trend and magnitude, is quite
similar to the observed pion v2. The third-order coefficients v3
are consistent with no centrality dependence.

IV. COMPARISONS TO MODELS

As already mentioned, the essence of the “direct photon
puzzle” is that current theoretical scenarios have difficulties
explaining the large direct photon yield and azimuthal asym-
metries at the same time. This is illustrated by a recent state-
of-the-art calculation of viscous hydrodynamic calculation of
photon emission with fluctuating initial density profiles and
standard thermal rates [17], which falls significantly short in
describing yield and v2. Over the past few years many new
ideas have been proposed to resolve this puzzle, including
nonequilibrium effects [19,24,26,28], enhanced early emission

due to large magnetic fields [15,25,27], enhanced emission at
hadronization [31], and modifications of the formation time
and initial conditions [20,22,23].

In this subsection we compare our results to a subset of the
models which (i) consider thermal radiation from the quark-
gluon plasma (QGP) and HG (hadron gas) plus additional
proposed sources, (ii) have a complete model for the space-
time evolution, and (iii) calculate absolute yields and v2. For
the comparison we use the data for the 20%–40% centrality
class, and note that the comparison leads to similar conclusions
for the other centrality bins. While none of the models describe
all aspects of the available data, they are representative of how
different theories are trying to cope with the challenge.

First, we compare the data to the “fireball” scenario
originally calculated in Ref. [12]. The model includes per-
turbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD), QGP, and HG
contributions, with the instantaneous rates convoluted with a
fireball expansion profile. The basic parameter is the initial
transverse acceleration of the fireball, aT . The prompt photon
component is estimated in two ways. The first variant is a
parametrization of the photon yields measured in p + p by
the PHENIX experiment [45] (labeled as “primordial 1”); the
second is an xt -scaling motivated parametrization (labeled as
“primordial 2”), modified with the empirical factor K = 2.5
to match the measured data at high pT (above 4 GeV/c). The
yield calculation includes thermal yields from the QGP with
T0 = 350 MeV and from the hadronic phase. Different from
an earlier version of the model, chemical equilibrium prior
to kinetic freeze-out is no longer assumed. This results in a
large enhancement in photon production in the later hadronic
stages via processes like meson annihilation (for instance, π +
ρ → π + γ ). With an initial transverse acceleration of aT =
0.12 c2/fm and τ ≈15 fm/c fireball lifetime, 100 MeV freeze-
out temperature, and βs = 0.77 surface velocity, the observed
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contribution of systematic uncertainty of the v�,dir
2

measurement.

Figure 5 shows the first measurement of v�,dir
2

in 0–40% Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76TeV.

4. Summary and Conclusions
The results provide evidence for a non-zero v�,dir

2
for 1 < pT < 3GeV/c with a magnitude

similar to the observed charged pion v⇡
±

2
[11]. Similar results were reported by the PHENIX

collaboration [12]. Recent hydrodynamical calculations [8, 9] include a substantial portion of
thermal photons from the hot plasma phase and also a sizable fraction from other sources in
order to describe the observed direct-photon spectra. However, the emission from early stages of
the system evolution yields a small v�,dir

2
compared to hadrons. Thus, the observed large v�,dir

2

might lend support for a significant emission from late stages of the system evolution where the
hadron flow has built up.

Figure 4: Inclusive photon v�,inc
2

and decay

photon v�,bg
2

in 0–40% Pb-Pb collisions.
Figure 5: Direct-photon v�,dir

2
in 0–40%

Pb-Pb collisions.
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DIRECT PHOTON PUZZLEDirect photon v2 puzzle
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Fireball

Semi-QGP 
w.o viscous

PHSD

Yields/Theory

Difficult for theory to reproduce 
large low pT yields and large vn

vn is the weighted 
average of source vn’s

Need a large amount of photon production 
late in the collision after the anisotropic 

pressure gradients have developed 

Each theory curve has 
multiple contributing 
direct photon sources

• pT分布と⽅位⾓異⽅性(v2)の統⼀的理解に向けて
ü ⼤きな超過収量&Teff → 温度の⾼いQGP初期からの寄与
ü ハドロンと同等のv2 → ハドロン化近傍及びHGからの寄与

→ 同時に再現するのがとても難しい

12
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膨張による⻘⽅偏移

• ⻘⽅偏移：系の膨張によるドップラー効果。実際のエネルギーよ
りも⾼いエネルギーにシフトしてしまう。
ü 𝑇Loo = 𝑇EpJL ⁄1 + 𝛽 1 − 𝛽, b: 膨張速度

• Tc近傍(クロスオーバー)で⽣成される光⼦の⼤きな寄与を⽰唆
ü ⽣成レートは低いが、体積が⼤きい → 収量⼤
ü 膨張による⼤きな⻘⽅偏移 → ”⾒かけの温度”=Teff⼤

13
THERMAL PHOTONS AS A QUARK-GLUON PLASMA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 89, 044910 (2014)

FIG. 2. (Color online) The inverse photon slope parameter Teff = −1/slope as a function of the local fluid cell temperature, from the
equilibrium thermal emission rates (solid green lines) and from hydrodynamic simulations (open and solid circles), compared with the
experimental values (horizontal lines and error bands) for (a) Au + Au collisions at the RHIC and (b) Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC. The
experimental values and error bands in panel (a) are from the PHENIX Collaboration [6] and those in panel (b) are from the ALICE Collaboration
[7]. We note that the corresponding plot for Au + Au collisions at 20−40% centrality looks very similar to the case of 0−20% centrality shown
in panel (a), in agreement with what the PHENIX Collaboration [6] found. See text for a detailed discussion.

differ slightly from what is used in the rest of this paper,
due to the sensitivity of the photon spectra to details of
the rates that are not relevant for the study of effective
temperatures. For the QGP contribution shown in Fig. 1, the
full leading order ideal rate for collinear emission is added
to the viscous-corrected 2 → 2 rate. This is justified by the
fact that the full leading order rate is known to have a similar
energy dependence as the 2 → 2 one (see, e.g., Ref. [26]), but
is about twice as large. This normalization does not affect
significantly effective temperature studies, but would lead
to an artificial underestimate of the QGP photons that we
want to avoid here. On the hadron gas side, we note that
our rates do not include the contribution of baryons to the
production of real photons. As the baryonic contribution is
roughly equal to that of the mesons at photon transverse
momentum of pT ≈1 GeV/c [23], and as the baryonic
rates are not yet amenable to a form which enables viscous
corrections, the photon yield from the hadronic medium is
approximated here by multiplying the net mesonic contribution
by a factor of 2. We emphasize that this normalization of the
hadron gas rate, along with the replacement of the 2 → 2
ideal QGP rate by the full leading order one, is only used
here and not in what follows. The prompt photon calculation
is performed at next-to-leading-order (NLO) in the strong
coupling constant [27,28], and the nuclear parton distribution
functions are corrected for isospin and shadowing effects [29].
The calculation is extrapolated to low transverse momentum
using a fit of the form A/(1 + pT /p0)n, a form that we
checked describes very well the available low-pT photon data
from proton-proton collisions [6,25]. For RHIC and LHC
conditions, the agreement between the calculated results and
the measured data shown here is not untypical of that obtained
with other contemporary hydrodynamic simulations [5,30,31].
We note that the data allow room for additional photon sources
in addition to the ones considered here. Among the possible
candidates are photons from jet-plasma interactions [31,32];

one should also keep in mind the role played by fluctuating
initial states [26,33].

IV. INVERSE PHOTON SLOPES AND TRUE EMISSION
TEMPERATURES

The equilibrium emission rates as well as the nonequi-
librium photon spectra emitted during the hydrodynamic
evolution are approximately exponential in pT between 1
and 4 GeV, and we can characterize them by their inverse
logarithmic slopes Teff just as the experiments did for the
measured photon spectra. The green lines in Fig. 2 show Teff
as a function of the true temperature T for the equilibrium
photon emission rates. One sees that, due to phase-space
factors associated with the radiation process, the effective
temperature of the emission rate is somewhat larger than
the true temperature: At high T , the QGP photon emission
rate goes roughly as exp(−Eγ /T ) log(Eγ /T ) [34], and the
logarithmic factor is responsible for the somewhat harder
emission spectrum. The double kink in the green line at
T = 184 and 220 MeV reflects the interpolation between the
QGP and HG rates. The effect of that interpolation on the slope
of the spectrum is weak; one mainly interpolates between rates
with different normalizations.

The circles in Fig. 2 show the effective temperatures of
photons emitted with equilibrium rates (open black circles)
and with viscously corrected rates (solid red circles) from cells
of a given temperature within the hydrodynamically evolving
viscous medium. The area of the circles is proportional to the
total photon yield emitted from all cells at that temperature.
One sees here and also in Fig. 3 that viscous corrections to the
photon emission rates are large at early times (high T ), due to
the initially very large longitudinal expansion rate, but become
negligible at later times (lower T ). Viscous effects on the
emission rates harden the photon spectrum (i.e., they increase
Teff) but do not affect the photon yields. The hydrodynamic
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最近の結果

• Cu+Cu 200GeV
ü ⼩さい衝突関与核⼦数

• Au+Au 62.4 & 39GeV
ü 𝑠;;依存性
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Large Systems: Direct Photon pT Spectra

Vladimir Khachatryan, Quark Matter 2018,  Venice

➢ We have new direct photon data 
y from Au+Au at 62.4 GeV and 39 GeV 
y from Cu+Cu at 200 GeV

pT spectra in minbias
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Direct photon pT spectra for minimum-
bias Au + Au collisions from this measurement (solid symbols) and
Au + Au and p + p collisions (open symbols). (Open circles and up-
triangles) Low pT spectrum obtained with virtual photons in p + p

and Au + Au [2]; (open squares and down-triangles) spectrum of
real photons, measured in the EMCal in p + p. Open squares are
2003 data [35]; open down-triangles are 2006 data [36]. (Open stars)
Spectrum with real photons, measured in the EMCal in Au + Au in
2004 [37]. The dashed line is a fit to the combined set of p + p data,
extrapolated below 1 GeV/c, and the solid line the p + p fit scaled
with the number of minimum-bias Au + Au collisions. Bands around
lines denote 1σ uncertainty intervals in the parametrizations of the
p + p data and the uncertainty in Ncoll, added in quadrature.

were γ hadron is the invariant yield of photons from hadron
decays, which we calculate from measured charged and neutral
pion spectra, as described above. At this point a systematic
uncertainty of 10% on the shape of the input π0 distribution
for the generator needs to be included [27] [this mostly cancels
in the denominator of Rγ , but no longer cancels in Eq. (4)]. The
measurement was cross-checked and found consistent with the
direct photon spectrum calculated using the fully corrected
measured inclusive photon spectrum [27] via the relation
γ direct = (1 − 1/Rγ )γ incl, which has much larger systematic
uncertainties because the conversion probability, the e+e− pair
efficiency, and acceptance do not cancel.

Figure 7 shows the direct photon pT spectra for mini-
mum bias and our previously published Au + Au data from
Refs. [2,37]. Also shown are the p + p photon data from
PHENIX. The lowest pT points (open circles) come from a
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Direct photon pT spectra in centrality bins
0%–20%, 20%–40%, 40%–60%, and 60%–92%. Widths of filled
boxes indicate bin widths in this analysis. The green bands show a
Ncoll-scaled modified power-law fit to the PHENIX p + p data and
its extrapolation below 1 GeV/c; cf. Fig. 7. One-sided errors denote
1σ upper limits; other uncertainties are as in Fig. 7.

virtual photon measurement [2], while the open squares and
open triangles are from the analysis of the 2003 [35] and
2006 [36] data sets, respectively. The dashed curve is the joint
fit to the p + p data with a functional form a(1 + pT

2

b
)c. This

shape was used in Ref. [2]. Including new data in the fit [36],
we find parameters a = (8.3 ± 7.5) × 10−3, b = 2.26 ± 0.78,
and c = −3.45 ± 0.08. Note that the systematic uncertainties
are highly correlated. Also, the lowest actual data point in the
fit is at pT = 1 GeV/c.

The solid curve in Fig. 7 is the p + p fit scaled by the
corresponding average number of binary collisions, Npart, for
minimum-bias collisions, as calculated from a Glauber Monte
Carlo simulation [38]. Below pT = 3 GeV/c, an enhancement
above the expected prompt production (p + p) is observed.
The enhancement has a significantly smaller inverse slope than
the Ncoll scaled p + p contribution.

Figure 8 shows that we observe similar behavior when
investigating the centrality dependence in more detail. The
solid curves are again the p + p fit scaled by the respective
number of binary collisions, and they deviate significantly
from the measured yields below 3 GeV/c.

Finally the direct photon contribution from prompt pro-
cesses (as estimated by the Ncoll scaled p + p direct photon
yield, shown by the curve in Fig. 8) is subtracted to isolate
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dNg/dy for pT>5GeV/c

• dNch/dh：荷電粒⼦多重度 ∝ 初期エネルギー密度
ü 異なる衝突中⼼度データを⾒るのに有⽤

• pT>5GeV/cの直接光⼦収量：初期光⼦が⽀配的
ü 𝑠;;で異なるスケーリング＆p+pとA+Aも同⼀線上
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FIG. 3. Integrated direct photon yield (pT > 1.0 GeV/c) vs.
dNch/d⌘, for data sets shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line is a
power law fit with a fixed ↵ = 1.25 slope. Also shown is the
integrated yield of the fit to p+p data and from the pQCD
calculations, both scaled by Ncoll [16, 40].
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FIG. 4. Integrated direct photon yield (pT > 5.0 GeV/c) vs.
dNch/d⌘, for di↵erent data sets. The dashed lines show power
law fits to the data with fixed slope of ↵ = 1.25. Integrated
yields from pQCD calculations scaled by Ncoll are also shown.

In panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 1 we see that for pT
<2GeV/c the same scaling occurs not only for di↵erent
centrality selections, but also for di↵erent

p
sNN and col-

lisions systems. At higher pT the expected di↵erence withp
sNN is observed. Like for

p
sNN = 200GeV, at high pT

the 2760GeV data are well described by the pQCD calcu-
lation, though only above 5–6GeV rather than 3–4GeV.
Note that the extrapolated pQCD calculations for p+p
at di↵erent

p
s seem to converge to the same normalized

yield at low pT as well, but at a tenth of the A+A yield.
We quantify direct photon emission by integrat-

ing the invariant yield above pT =1.0GeV/c and pT
=5.0GeV/c. The integrals with the lower threshold will
be dominated by excess low pT photons unique to A+A

collisions, while the higher threshold characterizes the
production in the pQCD region. The results are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of dNch/d⌘. Also plotted are
power-law functions A(dNch/d⌘)↵ with fixed ↵ = 1.25
and normalization fitted to the data.
For the lower pT threshold the integrated yields

from A+A (Fig. 3) show the scaling behavior with
(dNch/d⌘)1.25 observed in Fig. 1. The A+A points
are compared to the integrated yield for

p
s = 200GeV

p+p obtained from the fit to the data, which is
scale with Ncoll to the corresponding dNch/d⌘ for eachp
sNN = 200GeV A+A point. The width of the band

is given by the combined uncertainties of the fit func-
tion and Ncoll. It is parallel to the A+A trend but
lower by about an order of magnitude. Also shown are
the scaled integrated yields from pQCD calculations forp
s = 62.4, 200, and 2760GeV. They are consistent with

the shaded band independent of beam energy.
For the pT threshold of 5GeV/c the integrated yields

from Au+Au and p+p at 200 GeV follow the same trend
(Fig. 4), and are consistent with the pQCD calculation.
The 2760GeV data follow the same trend, but the yields
are significantly higher. The pQCD calculation is slightly
below the data.
While convenient and related to Ncoll, the functional

form A(dNch/d⌘)↵ does not lend itself to an obvi-
ous interpretation. It is also not unique; for instance
the data can be equally well fitted by A(dNch/d⌘) +
B(dNch/d⌘)4/3. The important point is that A+A data
from di↵erent centralities and a wide range of collision en-
ergies can be empirically described in terms of dNch/d⌘
with just two parameters, suggesting some fundamental
commonality in the underlying physics.
There are two main conclusions from the A+A data

and the analyses presented in this paper. (i) At a
given beam energy the direct photon yield scales with
dNch/d⌘

1.25 or Ncoll for all observed pT , independent of
centrality. There seems to be no qualitative change in
the photon sources and/or their relative contributions.
(ii) From

p
sNN = 39 to 2760GeV the same scaling is ob-

served for pT < 2 GeV/c. This suggests that the main
sources contributing to this pT range are very similar also
across beam energies.
If thermal radiation is the source of low pT direct pho-

tons, the similarity at the same dNch/d⌘ across beam
energies and centralities for pT < 2 GeV/c, suggests that
the bulk of the matter that emits the radiation is similar
in terms of temperature and space time evolution. This
would be natural, if most of the photons are emitted near
the transition from QGP to hadronic gas.
While at high pT the scaled yields in p+p and A+A

are identical, they di↵er by a factor of 10 at low pT . This
implies that there must be a transition from the small
p+p yield to the enhanced A+A-like low pT yields in the
dNch/d⌘ range of ⇡ 2 to 20, which will be accessible with
the data taken by PHENIX with small systems p+Au,

PRL123, 022301 (2019)

Pb+Pb 2.76TeV

Integration

Au+Au 200GeV

p+p 200GeV

p+p 62.4GeV@ISR
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• pT>1GeV/cの直接光⼦収量：熱光⼦が⽀配的
ü 𝑠;;=39-2760GeVで同じスケーリング
ü 同じNch/dhでも 𝑠;;が違えばQGP初期条件は異なる
→ QGP-ハドロン相転移近傍からの寄与が⽀配的？
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FIG. 3. Integrated direct photon yield (pT > 1.0 GeV/c) vs.
dNch/d⌘, for data sets shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line is a
power law fit with a fixed ↵ = 1.25 slope. Also shown is the
integrated yield of the fit to p+p data and from the pQCD
calculations, both scaled by Ncoll [16, 40].
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FIG. 4. Integrated direct photon yield (pT > 5.0 GeV/c) vs.
dNch/d⌘, for di↵erent data sets. The dashed lines show power
law fits to the data with fixed slope of ↵ = 1.25. Integrated
yields from pQCD calculations scaled by Ncoll are also shown.

In panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 1 we see that for pT
<2GeV/c the same scaling occurs not only for di↵erent
centrality selections, but also for di↵erent

p
sNN and col-

lisions systems. At higher pT the expected di↵erence withp
sNN is observed. Like for

p
sNN = 200GeV, at high pT

the 2760GeV data are well described by the pQCD calcu-
lation, though only above 5–6GeV rather than 3–4GeV.
Note that the extrapolated pQCD calculations for p+p
at di↵erent

p
s seem to converge to the same normalized

yield at low pT as well, but at a tenth of the A+A yield.
We quantify direct photon emission by integrat-

ing the invariant yield above pT =1.0GeV/c and pT
=5.0GeV/c. The integrals with the lower threshold will
be dominated by excess low pT photons unique to A+A

collisions, while the higher threshold characterizes the
production in the pQCD region. The results are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of dNch/d⌘. Also plotted are
power-law functions A(dNch/d⌘)↵ with fixed ↵ = 1.25
and normalization fitted to the data.
For the lower pT threshold the integrated yields

from A+A (Fig. 3) show the scaling behavior with
(dNch/d⌘)1.25 observed in Fig. 1. The A+A points
are compared to the integrated yield for

p
s = 200GeV

p+p obtained from the fit to the data, which is
scale with Ncoll to the corresponding dNch/d⌘ for eachp
sNN = 200GeV A+A point. The width of the band

is given by the combined uncertainties of the fit func-
tion and Ncoll. It is parallel to the A+A trend but
lower by about an order of magnitude. Also shown are
the scaled integrated yields from pQCD calculations forp
s = 62.4, 200, and 2760GeV. They are consistent with

the shaded band independent of beam energy.
For the pT threshold of 5GeV/c the integrated yields

from Au+Au and p+p at 200 GeV follow the same trend
(Fig. 4), and are consistent with the pQCD calculation.
The 2760GeV data follow the same trend, but the yields
are significantly higher. The pQCD calculation is slightly
below the data.
While convenient and related to Ncoll, the functional

form A(dNch/d⌘)↵ does not lend itself to an obvi-
ous interpretation. It is also not unique; for instance
the data can be equally well fitted by A(dNch/d⌘) +
B(dNch/d⌘)4/3. The important point is that A+A data
from di↵erent centralities and a wide range of collision en-
ergies can be empirically described in terms of dNch/d⌘
with just two parameters, suggesting some fundamental
commonality in the underlying physics.
There are two main conclusions from the A+A data

and the analyses presented in this paper. (i) At a
given beam energy the direct photon yield scales with
dNch/d⌘

1.25 or Ncoll for all observed pT , independent of
centrality. There seems to be no qualitative change in
the photon sources and/or their relative contributions.
(ii) From

p
sNN = 39 to 2760GeV the same scaling is ob-

served for pT < 2 GeV/c. This suggests that the main
sources contributing to this pT range are very similar also
across beam energies.
If thermal radiation is the source of low pT direct pho-

tons, the similarity at the same dNch/d⌘ across beam
energies and centralities for pT < 2 GeV/c, suggests that
the bulk of the matter that emits the radiation is similar
in terms of temperature and space time evolution. This
would be natural, if most of the photons are emitted near
the transition from QGP to hadronic gas.
While at high pT the scaled yields in p+p and A+A

are identical, they di↵er by a factor of 10 at low pT . This
implies that there must be a transition from the small
p+p yield to the enhanced A+A-like low pT yields in the
dNch/d⌘ range of ⇡ 2 to 20, which will be accessible with
the data taken by PHENIX with small systems p+Au,

dNg/dy for pT>1GeV/c

A. ADARE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 91, 064904 (2015)
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Direct photon pT spectra for minimum-
bias Au + Au collisions from this measurement (solid symbols) and
Au + Au and p + p collisions (open symbols). (Open circles and up-
triangles) Low pT spectrum obtained with virtual photons in p + p

and Au + Au [2]; (open squares and down-triangles) spectrum of
real photons, measured in the EMCal in p + p. Open squares are
2003 data [35]; open down-triangles are 2006 data [36]. (Open stars)
Spectrum with real photons, measured in the EMCal in Au + Au in
2004 [37]. The dashed line is a fit to the combined set of p + p data,
extrapolated below 1 GeV/c, and the solid line the p + p fit scaled
with the number of minimum-bias Au + Au collisions. Bands around
lines denote 1σ uncertainty intervals in the parametrizations of the
p + p data and the uncertainty in Ncoll, added in quadrature.

were γ hadron is the invariant yield of photons from hadron
decays, which we calculate from measured charged and neutral
pion spectra, as described above. At this point a systematic
uncertainty of 10% on the shape of the input π0 distribution
for the generator needs to be included [27] [this mostly cancels
in the denominator of Rγ , but no longer cancels in Eq. (4)]. The
measurement was cross-checked and found consistent with the
direct photon spectrum calculated using the fully corrected
measured inclusive photon spectrum [27] via the relation
γ direct = (1 − 1/Rγ )γ incl, which has much larger systematic
uncertainties because the conversion probability, the e+e− pair
efficiency, and acceptance do not cancel.

Figure 7 shows the direct photon pT spectra for mini-
mum bias and our previously published Au + Au data from
Refs. [2,37]. Also shown are the p + p photon data from
PHENIX. The lowest pT points (open circles) come from a
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Direct photon pT spectra in centrality bins
0%–20%, 20%–40%, 40%–60%, and 60%–92%. Widths of filled
boxes indicate bin widths in this analysis. The green bands show a
Ncoll-scaled modified power-law fit to the PHENIX p + p data and
its extrapolation below 1 GeV/c; cf. Fig. 7. One-sided errors denote
1σ upper limits; other uncertainties are as in Fig. 7.

virtual photon measurement [2], while the open squares and
open triangles are from the analysis of the 2003 [35] and
2006 [36] data sets, respectively. The dashed curve is the joint
fit to the p + p data with a functional form a(1 + pT

2

b
)c. This

shape was used in Ref. [2]. Including new data in the fit [36],
we find parameters a = (8.3 ± 7.5) × 10−3, b = 2.26 ± 0.78,
and c = −3.45 ± 0.08. Note that the systematic uncertainties
are highly correlated. Also, the lowest actual data point in the
fit is at pT = 1 GeV/c.

The solid curve in Fig. 7 is the p + p fit scaled by the
corresponding average number of binary collisions, Npart, for
minimum-bias collisions, as calculated from a Glauber Monte
Carlo simulation [38]. Below pT = 3 GeV/c, an enhancement
above the expected prompt production (p + p) is observed.
The enhancement has a significantly smaller inverse slope than
the Ncoll scaled p + p contribution.

Figure 8 shows that we observe similar behavior when
investigating the centrality dependence in more detail. The
solid curves are again the p + p fit scaled by the respective
number of binary collisions, and they deviate significantly
from the measured yields below 3 GeV/c.

Finally the direct photon contribution from prompt pro-
cesses (as estimated by the Ncoll scaled p + p direct photon
yield, shown by the curve in Fig. 8) is subtracted to isolate

064904-8
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The differential photon yield, as a function of the temperature T , for different windows in the photon transverse
momentum for Au + Au collisions at the RHIC (a) and Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC (b).

to extract precise temperature information from high-energy
nuclear collisions.2

V. CENTRALITY DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL
PHOTON YIELD

Our hydrodynamical treatment also allows us to study the
centrality dependence of the thermal photon yields (see also
Ref. [36]) recently reported by the PHENIX Collaboration
[37]. That thermal photons should exhibit a centrality depen-
dence stronger than that of hadrons and photons from hadronic
decays is a very old idea that goes back to the beginning
of the field of relativistic heavy-ion collisions [1,38]. Our
studies show that a similar difference in centrality dependence
is observed for thermal electromagnetic radiation from the
QGP and HG phases. Figure 6 illustrates this for the RHIC
conditions. We integrate the thermal photon spectra from a
variable lower pT cutoff to a fixed upper limit of pT = 4 GeV
and plot the result in Fig. 6 as a function of centrality, measured
either through Npart in panel (a) or through the charged
multiplicity dNch/dη in panel (b). The latter plot permits a
direct comparison with experimental measurements. The four
points in each curve, from right to left, represent 0–20%,
20–40%, 40–60%, and 60–95% centralities. The dashed lines
are power-law fits to the points. One observes a thermal photon
yield that grows like a power of Npart and as a (different)
power of the multiplicity, with exponents stronger than linear.
The powers depend on the lower pT cutoff with which the
yield is evaluated. For the region pT > 0.6 GeV, the slope
in the logarithmic plot of Fig. 6(a) is 1.7, slightly above the
experimentally measured value of 1.48 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 [37].

To further explore the possible implications of this differ-
ence in slopes between theory and data, we also computed,
for the case shown in Fig. 6, the centrality dependencies of
the total QGP and HG photon yields above pT = 0.4 GeV.
The QGP photon yield is defined as all photons from cells
with T > 220 MeV plus the QGP fraction of photons from

2Note, however, that the high-momentum bins will receive pQCD
contributions.

cells with temperatures between 184 and 220 MeV where we
linearly interpolate between the QGP and HG emission rates.
The HG photon yield is the complement of the total photon
yield with respect to the QGP photon yield. We find the HG
photon yield above pT = 0.4 GeV to scale as a function of
Npart with power 1.46 and as function of dNch/dη with power
1.23; the corresponding scaling powers for the QGP photons
are larger, 2.05 and 1.83, respectively. QGP photons thus have
a centrality dependence significantly stronger than that of HG
photons. The experimentally measured centrality dependence
of all thermal photons is closer to the power predicted in
our calculations for HG photons than to that predicted for
QGP photons. Together with our observation (not shown here)
that our calculations significantly underpredict the measured
total thermal photon yields at all centralities, this may indicate
that our hydrodynamic calculations underestimate the photon
production rate in the HG phase and/or near the quark-hadron
phase transition. This observation invites further scrutiny in
terms of its sensitivity to variations in the initial conditions
and the transport coefficients of the expanding hydrodynamic
fluid.

We also investigated the centrality dependence of the
inverse slope of the thermal photon spectra in Au + Au
collisions at the RHIC (see Table I). For the hydrodynamic
runs on which Fig. 6 is based, our results show a very

TABLE I. Preliminary results for the inverse slope parameters
extracted from thermal photon spectra for 200 A GeV Au + Au
collisions obtained by the PHENIX Collaboration [37], compared
with those from the hydrodynamic model, for different collision
centralities. To facilitate comparison with the experimental data, the
theoretical spectra were fitted to exponentials in pT in the same
interval as that used in Ref. [37], 0.6 < pT < 2.0 GeV.

Centrality PHENIX preliminary Teff

results (MeV) (MeV)

0–20% 237 ± 25 ± 29 267
20–40% 260 ± 33 ± 31 259
40–60% 228 ± 28 ± 27 246
60–92% 254 ± 53 ± 25 225
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• より細かいpT領域を⾒るとQGP初期とTc近傍の寄与を分離で
きる可能性
ü 1-2.5GeV/c: Tc近傍からの寄与⼤

− より低いエネルギーでTc近傍の温度(クロスオーバー
の温度幅)に感度？

ü 2.5-4GeV/c: QGP初期からの寄与⼤
− LHCエネルギーならより分離度が⾼い



まとめ
• 直接光⼦は透過的プローブ
• 特にlow pTでは熱光⼦が⽀配的

ü ⽣成媒質の温度測定
• Direct photon puzzleの現状での理解

ü QGP-ハドロン相境界近傍(Tc)の寄与が⼤きい
− ⻘⽅偏移による⼤きなTeff
− 異なる 𝑠;;での収量がdNch/dhで同⼀のスケーリン

グ
ü T>Tcの⾼温物質ができている

• 1<pT<4GeV/cをもっとよく⾒れば、QGP初期とTc近傍の寄
与を分離できる可能性
ü 今後のLHCの実験結果に期待
ü 将来的にSPS程度のエネルギーの実験ができると⾯⽩い

(個⼈的な感想)
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DOES TRANSITION POINT EXIST?

• Theory calculation predicts unique multiplicity scaling of thermal 
photons as well.
ü Expected transition at Np<20

−No data point so far
ü Different slopes for thermal and hard photons

−Same slope in data

arXiv: 1805.04084
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FIG. 3. Integrated direct photon yield (pT > 1.0 GeV/c) vs.
dNch/d⌘, for data sets shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line is a
power law fit with a fixed ↵ = 1.25 slope. Also shown is the
integrated yield of the fit to p+p data and from the pQCD
calculations, both scaled by Ncoll [16, 40].
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FIG. 4. Integrated direct photon yield (pT > 5.0 GeV/c) vs.
dNch/d⌘, for di↵erent data sets. The dashed lines show power
law fits to the data with fixed slope of ↵ = 1.25. Integrated
yields from pQCD calculations scaled by Ncoll are also shown.

In panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 1 we see that for pT
<2GeV/c the same scaling occurs not only for di↵erent
centrality selections, but also for di↵erent

p
sNN and col-

lisions systems. At higher pT the expected di↵erence withp
sNN is observed. Like for

p
sNN = 200GeV, at high pT

the 2760GeV data are well described by the pQCD calcu-
lation, though only above 5–6GeV rather than 3–4GeV.
Note that the extrapolated pQCD calculations for p+p
at di↵erent

p
s seem to converge to the same normalized

yield at low pT as well, but at a tenth of the A+A yield.
We quantify direct photon emission by integrat-

ing the invariant yield above pT =1.0GeV/c and pT
=5.0GeV/c. The integrals with the lower threshold will
be dominated by excess low pT photons unique to A+A

collisions, while the higher threshold characterizes the
production in the pQCD region. The results are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of dNch/d⌘. Also plotted are
power-law functions A(dNch/d⌘)↵ with fixed ↵ = 1.25
and normalization fitted to the data.
For the lower pT threshold the integrated yields

from A+A (Fig. 3) show the scaling behavior with
(dNch/d⌘)1.25 observed in Fig. 1. The A+A points
are compared to the integrated yield for

p
s = 200GeV

p+p obtained from the fit to the data, which is
scale with Ncoll to the corresponding dNch/d⌘ for eachp
sNN = 200GeV A+A point. The width of the band

is given by the combined uncertainties of the fit func-
tion and Ncoll. It is parallel to the A+A trend but
lower by about an order of magnitude. Also shown are
the scaled integrated yields from pQCD calculations forp
s = 62.4, 200, and 2760GeV. They are consistent with

the shaded band independent of beam energy.
For the pT threshold of 5GeV/c the integrated yields

from Au+Au and p+p at 200 GeV follow the same trend
(Fig. 4), and are consistent with the pQCD calculation.
The 2760GeV data follow the same trend, but the yields
are significantly higher. The pQCD calculation is slightly
below the data.
While convenient and related to Ncoll, the functional

form A(dNch/d⌘)↵ does not lend itself to an obvi-
ous interpretation. It is also not unique; for instance
the data can be equally well fitted by A(dNch/d⌘) +
B(dNch/d⌘)4/3. The important point is that A+A data
from di↵erent centralities and a wide range of collision en-
ergies can be empirically described in terms of dNch/d⌘
with just two parameters, suggesting some fundamental
commonality in the underlying physics.
There are two main conclusions from the A+A data

and the analyses presented in this paper. (i) At a
given beam energy the direct photon yield scales with
dNch/d⌘

1.25 or Ncoll for all observed pT , independent of
centrality. There seems to be no qualitative change in
the photon sources and/or their relative contributions.
(ii) From

p
sNN = 39 to 2760GeV the same scaling is ob-

served for pT < 2 GeV/c. This suggests that the main
sources contributing to this pT range are very similar also
across beam energies.
If thermal radiation is the source of low pT direct pho-

tons, the similarity at the same dNch/d⌘ across beam
energies and centralities for pT < 2 GeV/c, suggests that
the bulk of the matter that emits the radiation is similar
in terms of temperature and space time evolution. This
would be natural, if most of the photons are emitted near
the transition from QGP to hadronic gas.
While at high pT the scaled yields in p+p and A+A

are identical, they di↵er by a factor of 10 at low pT . This
implies that there must be a transition from the small
p+p yield to the enhanced A+A-like low pT yields in the
dNch/d⌘ range of ⇡ 2 to 20, which will be accessible with
the data taken by PHENIX with small systems p+Au,
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FIG. 13. (a)–(d) Direct photon v2,3 in 0%–5% and 0%–20%
centralities of the small collision systems. The shaded bands represent
statistical uncertainty.

photon multiplicity increases approximately with N1.45
π+ , while

the prompt photon multiplicity goes much more slowly as
N

γ
prompt ∝ N0.67

π+ . The increase of thermal photons can be
understood as a combination of changes in the systems’
spacetime volume, average temperature, and blueshift effect.
First note that the thermal photon multiplicity shown in
Fig. 14 is not independent of the blueshift, because of the
limited integration range used in p

γ
T (1 < p

γ
T < 3 GeV). This

effect can be quantified by evaluating the photon multiplicity
without including blueshift, shown in Fig. 14. This results in a
slightly smaller slope of N1.40

π+ , implying that the contribution
of the blueshift to the centrality dependence of the thermal
photon multiplicity is small. The growth of the spacetime
volume V4 as a function of centrality is slower compared
with N

γ
th, with a scaling exponent 1.11 shown in Fig. 14. The

remaining difference between N1.40
π+ and N1.11

π+ can be attributed
to the increase of systems’ average temperature, which is thus
the dominant factor in the centrality dependence of thermal
photons in small systems (as verified by a direct calculation).
It is found that thermal and prompt photon production in small
systems at RHIC show a similar centrality dependence as found
above for p + Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV.

A slightly different picture emerges when investigating
the overall centrality, system size and center-of-mass energy
dependence of all systems studied in this work, along with

FIG. 14. The centrality dependence of pT -integrated thermal and
prompt photon yields compared with charged-pion multiplicity Nπ+

in p + Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV in the midrapidity region, |y| < 0.5.
The meaning of the ordinate is specified in the legend.

the calculation for Au + Au collisions at RHIC (
√

sNN =
200 GeV) and Pb + Pb collisions at the LHC (

√
sNN =

2760 GeV) [58]. Figure 15 provides an overview for all these
systems. Thermal photons are found to grow as N1.42

π+ , which
is very similar to the power found above for the centrality
dependence at a fixed center-of-mass energy (see Fig. 14).
The prompt photon multiplicity is found to go as N1.12

π+ , which
is slower than thermal photons but significantly larger than
the N

γ
prompt ∝ N0.67

π+ observed in Fig. 14 for the centrality
dependence in p + Pb collisions. This difference in the scaling
of prompt photons is not expected: at a fixed center-of-mass
energy, the centrality and system-size dependence of prompt
photons originates mainly from the number of binary collisions

FIG. 15. Multiplicity of thermal and prompt photons (1 < p
γ
T <

3 GeV) as a function of the multiplicity of pions for all collision
systems and centralities investigated in this work, along with the
results from Au + Au collisions at RHIC and Pb + Pb collisions at
the LHC from Ref. [58].
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Np<20



QGP FORMATION IN SMALL SYSTEM?

COLLECTIVITY AND ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 95, 014906 (2017)

contribution. Decay photons coming from the short-lived
resonances contribute only about 10% to the direct photon
yield. In the thermal photon signal, almost 80% of the
photons come from T > 180 MeV region: indeed, radiation
from the QCD phase diagram at temperatures above that of
the crossover is observed. Contribution of thermal photons
from spacetime regions with T < 180 MeV is as small as
decay photons coming from the short-lived resonances. The
relative importance of photons originating from the low- and
high-temperature regions of the plasma is an important feature
of the calculation that we discuss in more details in the next
section.

In Fig. 11(b), the net pT -differential elliptic flow coefficient
of direct photons is shown together with the contributions from
individual channels. Prompt photons are assumed to carry zero
anisotropy. The direct photon elliptic flow in 0%–5% p + Pb
collisions reaches its maximum ∼0.05 at pT ∼ 1.7 GeV. The
strength of this signal is comparable to that of the direct
photon v2 measured in 0%–40% Pb + Pb collisions [69]. The
rise and fall in the direct photon elliptic flow reflects the
competition between thermal and prompt sources at different
pT [70]. Although the elliptic flow of hadronic photons and
decay photons from short-lived resonances are large, their
contribution to the total direct photon elliptic flow is limited,
owing to their small yield as shown in Fig. 11(a).

We summarize the thermal photon enhancement in all four
small collision systems as the nuclear modification factor R

γ
pA

in Fig. 12. From Figs. 12(a) to 12(d), one sees that collision
systems at RHIC and the LHC exhibit qualitatively similar
behavior. We find sizable enhancements in the direct photon
signals from thermal radiation with respect to the prompt
production for pT < 3 GeV. The prompt photon R

γ
pA is below

1 in the low-pT region because of nuclear shadowing effects
(see Sec. IV A). The thermal enhancement over this baseline is
the largest in p + Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV. At the top RHIC
energy, we find that direct photons R

γ
pAu > R

γ
dAu > R

γ
3HeAu.

This is because the number of binary collisions from p + Au to
3He +Au collisions (see Table II) increases more rapidly than
the thermal radiation; this makes for a larger relative weight
of the prompt photon production. As a function of centrality,
direct photon R

γ
pA is larger in more-central collisions. In 0%–

5% most central collisions, direct photon R
γ
pA are predicted to

reach up to 2 at pT ∼ 1.2 GeV for all four systems. Although
this thermal enhancement is smaller than what it is in Au + Au
or Pb + Pb collisions [72–74], it still can serve as a precious
signature of the hot medium in small collision systems. In
Fig. 12(c), our result in minimum-bias d + Au collisions is
compared with the available PHENIX measurement [71]. The
current experimental uncertainty does not permit a distinc-
tion between the scenarios with, and without, the thermal
signal.

The direct photon anisotropic flow coefficients v2,3{SP} are
shown in Figs. 13 for all four systems investigated. Direct
photons from p + Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV carry the largest
anisotropic flow, owing to the combined effects of higher
temperatures achieved and larger pressure gradients. The direct
photon anisotropic coefficients at top RHIC energy are similar,
for p + Au, d + Au, and 3He +Au collisions despite the initial
eccentricities εn being quite different [12]. This similarity

FIG. 12. (a)–(d) Thermal photon enhancement in 0%–5%, 0%–
20%, and minimum bias p + Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV and (p,d,3He)
collisions at 200 GeV. In panel (c), the PHENIX measurement is from
Ref. [71].

in the momentum anisotropy of these three small systems
was observed previously in hadrons (see Fig. 9), and the
considerable damping effect of nonflowing prompt photons
makes it even harder to distinguish differences in the direct
photon vn of these systems.

C. Centrality, system size, and center-of-mass
energy dependence

In this section, we take a closer look at the centrality,
system size, and center-of-mass energy dependence of photon
production in relativistic nuclear collisions. All three of
these parameters can be mapped reasonably well to the pion
multiplicity Nπ+ : more central collisions, larger system size,
and higher center-of-mass energy all translate into larger pion
production. The pion multiplicity is thus used as a proxy for
these quantities. To facilitate comparisons of different systems,
the photon spectra is integrated in transverse momentum to
obtain the photon multiplicity, which we evaluate in this
section with the cuts 1 < p

γ
T < 3 GeV.

As observed in Fig. 12, the thermal photon enhancement
is more pronounced in central collisions than at minimum
bias. This can also be seen in Fig. 14, which shows the
centrality dependence of the thermal and prompt photon
multiplicities in p + Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV: the thermal

014906-9
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• Experimental results suggesting collective motion in small systems 
with high multiplicity

→Possible formation of QGP even in small systems

• Thermal photons as an evidence of 
QGP formation in small systems

• Theoretical prediction of thermal 
enhancement: 
ü RgXX=gdir

XX/(Ncoll x ghard)
ü Less visibility at larger systems

−RgpPb>RgpAu>RgdAu>RgHeAu
→Available 0-5% & MB p+Au data at RHIC 

energy



DIRECT PHOTONS IN p+Au

• Successful measurement for MB & 0-5% in p+Au
ü MB: consistent with binary-scaled p+p baseline 

−Same for d+Au MB
ü 0-5%: enhancement over binary-scaled p+p baseline

PHENIX measurement in small systems 

May 18, 2018 Norbert Novitzky 32 

PHENIX measured the direct 
photon yield in p+Au 
collision. 

Vladimir Khachatryan, Mon 16:50 
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PHENIX measured the direct 
photon yield in p+Au 
collision. 
 
•  Min. bias is consistent 

with enhancement or 
unity – similar as in d+Au 
collisions 

•  The 0-5% centrality is 
indicating beyond 1σ 
enhancement from 
scaled p+p collisions. 

Are there really thermal photons in p+Au? 
•  Not yet conclusive, but very suggestive 

Vladimir Khachatryan, Mon 16:50 THEORY COMPARISON OF p+Au PHOTONS

p+Au
MB

p+Au
0-5%

• Consistent with theory calculations for both MB & 0-5%, but not 
conclusive.
ü Need more data for systematic study in small systems


